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ABSTRACT 
Objective: This Dutch epidemiological study used primary care-based data to examine 
changes in the incidence of eating disorders in the 1990s compared to the 1980s. 
Method: A nationwide network of general practitioners, serving a representative sample 
of the total Dutch population, recorded newly diagnosed patients with anorexia nervosa 
(AN) and bulimia nervosa (BN) in their practices during 1985–1989 and 1995–1999. 
Results: The overall incidence of AN was stable (from 7.4 to 7.7 per 100,000). However, 
the incidence among 15–19- year-old females increased significantly (from 56.4 to 109.2 
per 100,000). The incidence rate of BN decreased nonsignificantly from 8.6 to 6.1 per 
100,000. 
Conclusion: The time trend of an increasing AN incidence among the high risk group 
continued to the end of the past century. The BN incidence did not rise as was expected. 

INTRODUCTION 
Information on time trends in the incidence rate of a disorder could yield clues to its etiology. 

However, there have been relatively few time trend studies regarding the incidence of eating disorders. 
The inevitable use of health care registries in the study of the incidence of eating disorders raises a 
number of methodological problems: changes in admission practices and differences in referral and 
diagnostic procedures can bias the results and therefore hamper the interpretation. Previous studies 
indicate that the recorded incidence of anorexia nervosa (AN) increased until the 1970s, whereupon it 
seems to have stabilized.1 Two studies included in the 1990s showed an overall stabilization.2,3 

However, some studies demonstrated an increase4 or increase in a specific age group (15–24-year-
olds).5 In our previous primary care-based study6 reporting on the incidence of AN between 1985 and 
1989, we did not find an increase, thus we hypothesized that the incidence of AN stabilized throughout 
the 1990s. 

There is even less information on time trends regarding the incidence of bulimia nervosa (BN), since 
the disorder was only defined as a distinct diagnostic category in 1980. The three BN incidence studies 
conducted in the 1980s showed increases in the incidence rates,6–8 which was confirmed in a meta-
analysis.9 Therefore, at the start of the data collection, we hypothesized that the incidence of BN would 
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continue to increase during the 1990s. With the present primary care-based study, we aimed to 
investigate the hypothesized changes in the incidence of AN and BN in the 1990s compared to the 
1980s. 

METHOD 
In the Netherlands, the Continuous Morbidity Registration Sentinel Stations (a network of general 

practitioners, managed by NIVEL, the Netherlands Institute for Health Services Research)10 records 
the number of new cases of a predetermined set of illnesses. During two periods, 1985–1989 (P1) and 
1995–1999 (P2), this nationwide network of, on average (calculated over the two periods), 63 general 
practitioners registered the number of eating disorder patients in their practices. Every year the 
participating general practitioners received detailed information on eating disorders by means of a 
circular and at an annual meeting. Of the general practitioners who participated in 1985, 53% (N = 31) 
participated for the full term of both study periods. 

General practitioners in the Netherlands play a central role in the health care system and function as 
the “gatekeepers” to specialized care. Even if an individual contacts a specialist directly, the general 
practitioner is always notified because health care insurers do not compensate for specialized health 
care costs without a written referral from the general practitioner. Health insurance is virtually 
universal in the Netherlands: between 1990 and 1999, 98% of the total Dutch population had health 
insurance.11 

Sample 
During P1 (1985–1989), the participating general practitioners together had an average annual patient 

load of 148,326 people (≈1% of the average Dutch population during that period). The P1 sample is 
extensively described elsewhere.6 During P2 (1995–1999), the annual average patient load was 
149,797 people (again, ≈1% of the average Dutch population during that period). Both populations 
under study were representative of the total Dutch population.10,12 

With the use of case identification criteria, based on DSM-III-R criteria and described in the 
appendix of the former report,6 the participating general practitioners considered whether each patient 
who consulted them might be suffering from AN or BN. Sometimes other health care workers or 
worried relatives alerted the general practitioner to the possibility of an eating disorder in one of their 
patients. To insure consistency, the same case identification criteria were used in both study periods 
and the same information on eating disorders was provided to the general practitioners. For each 
possible eating disorder patient, the general practitioner filled out an information sheet regarding 
eating disorder symptoms, height, weight, co-morbidity, and referrals to specialized health care. The 
date of first diagnosis was also noted. The research team made the DSM-IV diagnosis on the basis of 
the information provided by the general practitioners. If necessary, the general practitioner was asked 
to provide additional information. During both study periods, the same psychiatrist (author HWH) was 
responsible for making the final diagnoses. 

After both study periods, we conducted follow-up studies that started in 1991 and 2001. The data 
collected via a questionnaire filled out by the general practitioner and, if available, via discharge 
letters from the medical specialist in attendance were used to validate the initial diagnosis. Response 
rates for P1 and P2 were 65 and 60% respectively. By using the follow-up data and DSM-IV criteria 
for both periods, the incidence rates on the 1985– 1989 data presented in this paper differed slightly 
from our previous report.6 

During 1985–1989, the general practitioners reported a total of 178 possible new eating disorder 
cases. Of those, 40 cases were excluded by the research team because evidence was not conclusive, 
see also previous report.6 After evaluating the follow-up data, 6 additional cases (5 patients diagnosed 
with AN and 1 patient with BN) were excluded from the sample because these cases were prevalent. 
Because of the change to DSM-IV criteria, we also excluded 13 cases of BN from P1: 7 patients with 
BN were excluded because information on the frequency of binge eating lacked, 2 patients were 
excluded because the criterion of binge eating twice a week was not met, and another 4 cases were 
excluded because they did not meet the three months duration criterion for binge eating. During 1995–
1999, the general practitioners reported a total of 131 possible new cases of an eating disorder. Of 
these, 23 patients were excluded from the study because the research team concluded that they did not 
have an eating disorder. After evaluation of the follow-up data another 4 cases were excluded: one 
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patient initially diagnosed with AN was excluded because in retrospect the general practitioner judged 
it was no case of an eating disorder, another patient diagnosed with AN proved to be a prevalent case 
and two patients with BN were excluded because these patients did not compensate their binges. 

Statistical Analysis 
The incidence rate was calculated by dividing the number of newly detected cases by 100,000 

person-years of the population under study. The year of incidence was based on the time when the 
eating disorder was detected, because it was not possible to determine the precise date of the onset of 
the disorder. 95% Confidence intervals (CI) were based on the Poisson distribution.13 Incidence rate 
ratios (IRRs) were calculated with STATA14 to determine if a change in incidence was statistically 
significant. If the 95% CI included 1, the results were considered to be statistically non-significant. 
Independent samples t-tests with a α ≤ 0.05, two-tailed significance level were used to compare 
continuous variables (age and body mass index) between the two time periods. If the variable was not 
distributed normally, the non-parametric Mann- Whitney U test was used. 

RESULTS 

Change in Incidence 
During 1995–1999, 58 patients were first diagnosed with AN. This yielded an overall age and sex 

adjusted incidence rate of 7.7 per 100,000 person-years (95% CI = 5.9–10.0) per year. During 1985– 
1989 the incidence rate was 7.4 per 100,000 person-years (95% CI = 5.6–9.7). The incidence rate thus 
remained stable over time (IRR = 1.0, 95% CI = 0.7–1.5). A total of 46 patients were first diagnosed 
with BN at P2. This yielded an incidence of 6.1 per 100,000 person-years (95% CI = 4.5–8.2). 
Compared to 1985–1989, when the incidence was 8.6 per 100,000 person-years (95% CI = 6.7–11.0), 
this is at a statistically non-significant decrease of 29% (IRR = 0.7, 95% CI = 0.5–1.0). 

Anorexia Nervosa 
Only one male patient (2%), aged 17 years, was detected during 1995–1999. Table 1 shows the 

female age-specific incidence rates of AN in both study periods. The incidence rate among 15–19- 
year-old females increased significantly from 56.4 (95% CI = 32.8–90.3) to 109.2 (95% CI = 70.0– 
162.6) per 100,000 female-years during P2 (IRR = 1.9, 95% CI = 1.1–3.6), an increase of 94%. In 
both study periods, the age-specific incidence was highest in the 15–19 year age group. There were no 
other significant changes in the age-specific incidence rates. The mean age of the cases with AN in the 
second study period did not differ from the first study period (P1: mean age = 22.8 ± SD = 8.3, median 
= 21; P2: mean age = 21.9 ± SD = 7.9, median = 19), nor did the mean body mass index (BMI) (P1: 
mean BMI = 16.3 ± SD = 1.5, median = 16; P2: mean BMI = 16.6 ± SD = 1.7, median = 17). 

[ TABLE 1 ] 
 

Bulimia Nervosa 
A comparison of the age-specific incidence of BN for females in both periods is shown in Table 2. 

We found one male patient (2%), aged 34 years. In P1 the highest age-specific incidence, 59.9 (95% 
CI = 36.1–93.6) per 100,000 female-years, was in the 25–29 year age group. In P2 the age-specific 
incidence was highest in the 15–19 and 20–24 age groups (respectively, 41.0 and 42.6 per 100,000 
female-years). None of the age-specific incidence rate ratios reached statistical significance. The mean 
age in the second study period did not differ from the first study period (P1: mean age = 27.3 ± SD = 
8.7, median = 25; P2: mean age = 27.0 ± SD = 7.6, median = 25). The mean BMI was significantly 
higher in the first study period than in the second (P1: mean BMI = 30.2 ± SD = 7.7, median = 30; P2: 
mean BMI = 25.1 ± SD = 6.6, median = 23; Mann-Whitney U test = 587, p = .001). To examine this 
further, we divided the cases into age categories (10–19 years, 20–29 and 30 years and older). The 
mean BMI had decreased in all age categories but only dropped significantly among the 20–29-year-
old females (t = 4.3; df = 44, p < .0001). 
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[ TABLE 2 ] 

CONCLUSION 
This nationwide primary care-based study assessed changes in the incidence of eating disorders in the 

Netherlands by comparing two five-year periods a decade apart (in the 1980s and the 1990s). The 
overall incidence of AN remained constant, a finding which confirmed our hypothesis. However, the 
incidence among the 15–19-year-old females increased significantly. Contrary to our hypothesis, the 
incidence rate of BN did not continue to rise into the 1990s, but showed a statistically non-significant 
decreasing trend. 

Previously Lucas et al.15 have found that the incidence of AN increased in the high risk group of 
young females during the past century till the end of the eighties. Our findings indicate that this time 
trend of an increasing incidence of AN among the high risk group continued to the end of the past 
century. The incidence rate for late-onset AN remained low. On the one side, the increase among the 
female 15–19-year-olds might be explained by improved diagnostic skills of the general practitioners. 
Since the 1990s eating disorders have become standard in the curriculum of medical students and 
general practitioner training. Also a learning curve in recognizing eating disorder symptoms of the 
participating general practitioners cannot be excluded. On the other side, there was growing public 
awareness of eating disorders through increased media attention during the 1990s.16 This might have 
facilitated early recognition of symptoms by patients and by parents, which might have led to seeking 
professional help at an earlier stage of the disorder. Together these developments might have resulted 
in patients with an eating disorder being diagnosed at an earlier stage of the disorder compared to the 
first study period. This would mean a positive development in the early recognition of eating 
disorders. 

Another explanation for the increase in the 15– 19-year-old females might be that patients are 
developing AN at an earlier age compared to the first study period. On the basis of our data, which use 
date of detection, not necessarily close to age of onset, this possibility cannot be ruled in or out. 

The incidence rate of BN in our study did not continue to rise into the 1990s. A recent British report 
shows a decline in the incidence rate of BN in UK primary health care.3 And in a prevalence study 
among US female college students it was found that the point prevalence of BN decreased when 
comparing assessments in 1982, 1992, and 2002.17 In our study, the incidence rate of BN in the second 
study period was lower compared to AN. This is in contrast to evidence from other epidemiologic 
studies.1 

The high risk group of BN in our study shifted from 25–29 to 15–24-year-old females. 
Simultaneously, the mean BMI of the BN group dropped significantly. The typical patient with BN in 
the 1990s seems to be younger with a lower BMI compared to the 1980s. Possibly, bulimic behaviors 
were popular as dieting methods during the 1980s among overweight women in their late twenties. In 
1981 a survey of college students revealed that individuals with bulimia symptoms had a history of 
overweight or tended to be in the upper portion of their normal weight range.18 Moreover, vomiting as 
a weight controlling behavior was found in subjects within the normal range of psychological 
functioning. The frequency did not distinguish them from patients with BN.19 

The trend of an increasing mean BMI of the total population might also play a role. The BMI of the 
population is rising in adults20 as well as in children and adolescents.21 However, this does not lead 
towards an increase in the incidence of BN. This may relate to the adolescents’ frame of reference: the 
majority of adolescents compare themselves to peers rather than to “ideal” models.22 Thus, when being 
overweight becomes more common, the reference for self-evaluation shifts upward and one is less 
likely to perceive oneself as being overweight. This might have a relaxing effect on the need to control 
weight aggressively. 

Strengths and Limitations 
By using a primary care-based design, the first filter of health care,23 we avoided several 

methodological pitfalls common to studies that depend solely on psychiatric or hospital records. We 
also met the methodological criteria for studying incidence rate changes.4 Thus, changes in referral or 
admission practices had no influence on our study results, because the general practitioners also 
provided information on subjects that were not referred or admitted to psychiatric or hospital care. The 
application of the same case finding and diagnostic methods during the two periods was another 
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strength of the study. The same case identification criteria were used, the same information on eating 
disorders was provided to the general practitioners, in both periods, DSM-IV criteria were applied, and 
the same author made the final diagnosis. Furthermore, we were able to increase the reliability of the 
diagnosis by using follow-up data. 

A limitation of the study is that we cannot be sure whether all patients with an eating disorder consult 
their general practitioner. However, the chance of bias that stems from patients seeking alternative 
health care instead of regular health care, which would render them invisible in our study, is 
considered low. In the Netherlands, primary care, but not alternative medicine, is covered by insurance 
and is therefore free of cost to the patient. It is also easily accessible and widely accepted as the first 
level of care. Another limitation, as in all other incidence studies on eating disorders, is that there are 
always patients who remain unrecognized as an eating disorder patient, leading to an underestimation 
of the true incidence. Eating disorders are known to be difficult to detect in primary care and other 
health care settings.24–26 However, in our study the general practitioners received training to enhance 
their diagnostic skills and focused specifically on recognizing eating disorders. With respect to bias 
caused by improved case recognition, it is likely that a learning curve for recognizing eating disorders 
occurred. First, more than half of the general practitioners who participated during the first year 
participated in both study periods, and so they can be expected to have become more sensitive to 
recognizing eating disorder symptoms. Second, eating disorders have become a standard in the 
curriculum of medical students and general practitioner training since the 1990s. However, a strong 
bias of this kind would also imply that we should see increases in incidence within and between study 
periods, and this is not the case. Finally, the age of onset of the eating disorders was unknown. We 
were only aware of age of detection. 

We conclude that the time trend of an increasing AN incidence among the high risk group (15–19- 
year-old females) has continued to the end of the past century. The BN incidence did not rise as was 
expected. 

 
The authors thank the participating general practitioners for their efforts collecting the data, and 
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